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Introductory Speeches
Bronius Markauskas, Ministry of Agriculture

This year Lithuania is celebrating its centenary of independence. Particularly at this time the
social enterprise sector demands exceptional attention, investment and work.
We at the Ministry of Agriculture are happy to have the means, funds that allow investing in
this field and prioritizing social enterprises. It is not easy, though – Lithuania still lacks
perception what a social enterprise is about. I am also really happy for my team – the experts
that know this field very well and are also keen on explaining it to others.
Our institution, National Paying Agency, has a tough task identifying which of the projects
applying for funding are real social enterprises, because the applicants are quite smart.
Sometimes evaluators even have to persuade them that the idea in fact has nothing to do
with social enterprises.
I have a long work experience with rural communities, with the LEADER programme (funding
programme), and I have participated in long discussions about the existing problems.
If everything discussed and suggested here today became a reality, and if social services
were in the hands of rural communities, this would be a great positive shift in their lives.
Rural communities have strong leaders and they deserve more attention and recognition. If
they received an opportunity to provide social services, their role in local economy would be
strengthened.
We already have a good example: when the responsibility of distribution of social benefits
was given to municipalities, the process became clearer and more honest, and huge
amounts of funds were saved up.
The experience of foreign experts is also very important – instead of trying to reinvent the
wheel, we should take over and apply foreign experience.
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Rural areas have long lasting problems: a lot of old lonely people, dramatic rates of
emigration – mostly of young and promising citizens.
Elderly people do not have entrepreneurial skills and politicians should motivate and
encourage them instead of – what I notice sometimes – creating conflicts from nothing.
I support the plan to pass the provision of social services to local communities. The Ministry
of Agriculture is eagerly looking forward to the adoption of Social Enterprise Law in Lithuania.
We hope that the environment for the social enterprises will get better and better.
Thank you and good luck in today’s conference!
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Lineta Jakimavičienė, Ministry of Economy

First of all, I have to admit that for us, the Ministry of Economy specialists, the social
enterprise concept is not still fully clear. Because even those who lead a social enterprise,
describe it differently.
Talking about the provision of public services just before the Summit, we found one very
good example of a social service that is provided by social partners: the “cart” for non-formal
learning of school children. The child chooses the provider of non-formal activities and the
state pays for his or her non-formal education – the state buys this service from private
suppliers. That means we already have a successful example that such a model works.
We are gathered here at the Social Enterprise Summit the fifth time, but it seems that there
are more years of discussions waiting ahead. I’m thankful for the British Council and nongovernmental organizations that do not get tired from these topics, they continue to meet
and discuss them over and over again.
And one step at a time, even with the lack of perception what social enterprise is, we notice
the growth of funding for this sector and can see clearer legal regulation.
Today we will hear many great examples from foreign speakers, we only have to watch,
listen and take this experience and try to use it to improve our national situation.
I wish that after the Summit you will re-think the possibilities of social enterprise. This year
organization “Versli Lietuva” is responsible for creating the model of how public services
should be transferred for social partners. I really hope that this model will be successful and
in at next years’ Summit, we can discuss further how to work according to it.
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I wish you all a productive day, to bring out at least one useful piece of information or
experience, that you’d use in your daily work.
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Artūras Vasiliauskas, Director of the British Council in Lithuania

It is the fifth Social Enterprise Summit and I have a feeling that we are moving forward fast.
We have just had speeches from authority representatives, discussions are held, solutions
are made, the Social Enterprise Law is being prepared. Thus, where we were five years ago
and where we are now – there’s a huge difference.
The mission of the British Council is to strengthen trust and understanding of social
enterprises – we believe that social entrepreneurship is the right means to create a
sustainable and involved society.
The British Council is managing social entrepreneurship programs in 29 countries. Programs
involve mentorship, various training, events that are meant to create a political dialogue –
such as this one.
The British Council also strives that social enterprise topics would be involved in school and
university courses, that there would be also education in social entrepreneurship.
In Lithuania we been carrying out various activities through the program, ‘Socifaction’ with
the help of our partners ‘NVO Avilys’ and ‘Gerinorai.lt’.
The main theme of this Forum is ‘provision of social services through social enterprise’. The
United Kingdom has extensive experience in that, and especially since the 2013 ‘Social
Value Act’ was adopted1.
The aim of this Act is to encourage municipalities and authorities to evaluate what social
change would be provided by an applicant while they are carrying out a public procurement
process.

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/social-value-act-information-and-resources/social-value-actinformation-and-resources
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Research carried out in 2017 show that one third of the United Kingdom’s municipalities
already take social value into consideration very seriously. Other research has also shown
that one fifth of England’s social enterprises received income from social service provision.
Almost half social enterprises in UK has some collaboration with the public sector. If we set
similar goals in Lithuania, I believe that sooner or later it will happen.
This Forum has guests and speakers not only from United Kingdom – but also from Nordic
countries – with various topical themes for discussion in work groups, so I believe many
valuable thoughts and ideas will rise here today.
So, I wish you good deeds, let they be entrepreneurial!
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Speakers of the Forum
Good foreign practice analysis: a new approach to
mental health and wellbeing in the UK
Chris Coffey, Director of Operations at “Porchlight Charity”

“Porchlight” is an organization founded 44 years ago by people that were homeless. At first
it was aimed to solve problems of homelessness – to help people on the streets. In recent
years it has developed its services and now helps adults and teenagers with parenting
issues, education, mental health issues and unemployment. Porchlight constantly analyses
data to find out where it can improve its services and uses a “strength-based approach” that
means we focus on what people can do instead of what they can’t. Porchlight operates in
the
Kent
region
of
England.
A few facts about the county of Kent:
-

Municipality of 1,5 million people
Situated in South East of United Kingdom
Includes both the wealthiest and poorest of England’s areas

Kent is an administration unit of 1 municipality, although there are 12 districts. Mental health
services there were provided by many non-governmental and private organizations – the
problem is they weren’t coordinating their actions. The municipality funded them, yet no one
monitored the results – the outcomes.
Then the idea of the project “Live well Kent” arose and the idea offered:
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-

-

To merge the budgets of social care and health
Appoint 2 lead providers that would coordinate the whole network of other providers.
Those main two providers had to demonstrate positive results from previous activities
and prove that they have ability to collaborate with many different partners.
Encourage investment from different sectors (for example, social enterprises)
To use resources in a more ‘joined up way’ – adding greater value for money and to
spend on these services
Create a service where there would be no “closed door”, where every person in need
would receive help, instead of being told, “You are not ill enough for our services”

Kent municipality had bought such services from 9 providers and Porchlight was one of
them. Those providers were asked to create a new model of co-production and over time
they had various sessions and discussions with representatives of the municipality and also
the people who will receive such services.
In 2016 the 5-year contract was signed between Kent municipality and Porchlight, with the
possibility to extend it for 2 years.
In next three months, while building their delivery network, leaders of Porchlight
understood that they need:
-

To focus on people’s recovery and personal potential
To have impact measurement tools
To have a database that would connect the whole network of organizations and show
everyone’s progress

- Part of the funding to spend on innovations, search for new methods, experimenting (e.g.
‘forest schools’ for problematic youth, music project for refugees)
-

To set quality standards for everyone in this network
Diversify provision (charities, social enterprises, over 300 different organisations had
joined the network).

The targets Porchlight had set were:
-

-

2

Improved personal outcomes of people receiving a service
No waiting: no more than 2 days for the person to be contacted and no more than a
week to receive help
Employment issue: not only focus on people getting the job, but also how confident
they are about their position, to ensure people won’t lose their position because of
their illness for example
Create indicators of wellbeing (SWEMWBS – a tool that shows ones’ mental health
score2)
Track a persons’ pathway of support
Organizations providing the services are paid only by the results (‘payment by results’
/ PBR)

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/med/research/platform/wemwbs/development/swemwbs/
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After two years of service provision, they are still adjusting targets and measurements
alongside advertisements for ‘Live Well Kent’ which portrayed happy people in cheerful
colours. Porchlight also organized steering groups, audits, ran events to challenge the
stigma of mental health and recruited people that formerly had mental health problems.
The outcomes:
-

The municipality of Kent are now using the same model Porchlight and its network
had created to tackle issues of home abuse and planning to adjust the same model
for the problem of homelessness.
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Value of Social Entrepreneurship - why and how
measure it? Denmark and ‘Reach for Change’
experience
Marie-Louise Köhl Harritsø, Director Northern Europe Reach for
Change, Denmark
The organization ‘Reach for change’ was created to fulfill the
needs of children around the World – it aims to scale
effective solutions of social entrepreneurs. This organization
provides valuable network, mentoring and seed funding for
entrepreneurs that have a solution for social challenges
facing children. In 2017 ‘Reach for change’ supported 191
social ventures in 78 markets. Since its establishment in
2010, it had helped more than 2 million children.
Why we need to measure impact?
-

Need to be sure that the solution is relevant, and it is
making a change
Need to evaluate the efficiency
Need to learn and to improve, because social
problems changes over the time
Results help to attract funding
Clear impact helps to motivate yourself and your team
It helps to prepare to scale
Helps to have clear communication
‘Reach for change’ measures its impact in two ways:
Their direct impact on social ventures
Their indirect impact on children

‘Reach for change’ evaluate financial results of supported social enterprises, their team
development and impact on children.
For the second impact, indirect impact on children, ‘Reach for change’ perform quantitative
and qualitative research.
Example
From 5 to 7 percent of Denmark’s population have dyslexia. The help child gets depends on
which school they go to and their parent’s viewpoint. Thus, one of the social enterprises
started dyslexia training and almost 300, 000 children were trained. Instead of just being
happy with this number, Denmark’s Ministry of Education evaluated, how many symbols per
minute a child can read before and after the training.
Denmark is considered as a welfare country, but social politics in this country hadn’t provided
the desired result. The government of Denmark understood, that welfare state is expensive
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to support and started to search for new ways to invest in social issues, rather than only to
spend money on them.
New Social Economy Investment Model (SOM) is:
-

A calculation tool that can strengthen the decision base
Focus on economic consequences that may be of investing in a specific social
intervention
Can calculate how social effort and affects the public finances

The tool is an Excel file, full of information and calculations which is open source and can
be downloaded from Danish National Board of Health and Welfare webpage.
This tool can count, how many of citizens actually succeed after participating in one or
another social program. It also allows municipalities to decide, whether they want to buy a
service from one social enterprise (and what will be the cost and impact), or another, or
whether to provide a service themselves.
It gives valuable insights how much different activities and interventions actually cost.
The value of social enterprise is:
-

Social change
Return of investment
System change

Yet such tools cannot count citizen empowerment or social capital – which is also very
important.
Sometimes there are no financial return, but there are amounts of money saved – and that’s
also a positive outcome.
System change is available, when we have a strong democracy and strong culture.
The potential of the social enterprise in those categories are also evaluated, when ‘Reach
for change’ is deciding, whether to support and fund the specific idea.
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Social entrepreneurship and social innovation, public
services field in the European Union
Antonella Noya, Head of Unit Social Economy and Innovation, OECD

OECD is an organization that connects 35 countries and their main mission is to promote
public policies that improve the life of nations, communities and people.
Social entrepreneurship is a way to inject greater fairness, sustainability and social justice
in existing national economies. That’s why the OECD sees social entrepreneurship as
positive part of the market.
The OECD defines social enterprises as private activities, conducted in the public interest,
organized with an entrepreneurial strategy, but without the purpose to maximize the profit.
Its purpose is impact and the attainment of certain economic and social goals. The social
enterprise has the potential of bringing innovative solutions, solving environmental,
employment and other problems.
In 2011 European Commission defined social enterprise is:
-
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Operator in the ‘social economy’
Its main objective is social impact, rather than making profit
Organization that provides goods or services for the market
Operates in entrepreneurial and innovative fashion
Use profits primarily to achieve social objectives
Organization managed in open and responsible manner that involves employees,
employers and stakeholders

Social enterprises play a key role in economic and social development by:
-

Fostering social cohesion (e.g. employing socially vulnerable people, ensuring
equality: women are directors and board members in many social enterprises)
Enhancing social capital (social enterprises create trust, they solve the problems that
government nor traditional business have addressed before)
Creating new employment and job-integration opportunities
Complementing the supply of general-interest services (municipalities, thinking of
how to serve its people, should include social enterprises as partners)

When a government finds out, what a social enterprise can do, then it can start creating an
‘ecosystem for social economy’.

In order to operate successfully, social enterprise should have:
-

Entrepreneurial culture and civil society engagement
Institutional framework
Legal and Regulatory framework
Access to markets
Access to finance
Skills and business development support
Impact measurement

In the European Union, authorities spend 14 percent of the GDP (Gross Domestic Product)
to purchase services and goods. In recent years all European countries started to value this
amount of money more accurately, check what value they get and started to move away
from grants. It became clear, that public procurement can be used to support social and
environmental purposes.
New European Union laws on public procurement offers both big possibilities for
governments and for social enterprises.
The lowest price measurement is changed by the best price/quality ratio. Furthermore, the
European Commission foresees a time when social clauses are mandatory in public
procurement, especially in social service, health or education sectors.
European governments can also make reserved contracts. That means they can reserve
the right for a specific group of operators (e.g. social enterprises) – or those who offer
specific services – to participate in public procurement. This is because it’s not always fair
for social enterprise to compete with traditional businesses as they often more costs
associated with delivering a service.
The speaker noted that these conditions only are valid for social enterprises that meet the
definition of European Commission (stated in the beginning of presentation).
European countries that takes social value into account
Belgium transferred these regulations into national law, even before applicants of some of
country’s public procurements were required to demonstrate what social outcomes would
be.
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Italy – municipalities can give direct contracts to work integration social cooperatives below
EU threshold of 200,000 euros. Furthermore, social clauses can also be introduced for larger
contracts.
Our neighbour Poland also has this legislation. Here social clauses limit public procurement
to legal entities employing more than 50 % of disabled / socially excluded people.
Spain – integration companies and social co-operatives can access reserved contracts in
public procurement. Barcelona has reserved contracts for employment centres work
integration social enterprises (WISEs).
United Kingdom’s Social Value Act was an inspiration to many other European countries
to take social value into account in public procurement process. This Act states that social
and environmental value has to be considered in pre-procurement stage.
Slovakia – reserved contracts for sheltered workshops and WISEs (that have 30% or more
disadvantaged workers).
France – social clauses have existed for almost 10 years, but they do not favour social
enterprises specifically.
There are a range of training on how to change and plan public procurement to bring more
value for society. Training are meant both for governments and public procurement
applicants, there are networks of such trainings in national and European levels.
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Sustainable development – fashion or necessity?
Laura Galdikienė, Senior Economist at „Swedbank“

The speaker reviewed sustainable development topic in general – not emphasizing on social
enterprises. As an economist she noted, that sustainable development received very little
attention from the economists worldwide.
Nowadays sustainable development is becoming more and more popular. Society had
already understood that over-consumption, excess investment would stop the development
in the future.
Example: Chinese economy
-

Recently there was a rapid growth in economy (10-13 percent.)
GDP grew, the index of poverty declined
But growth has an impact – on air pollution (e.g. children got sick with respiratory
diseases), inequality of income – those factors have also grown together with the
economy

Was this growth in the account of future generations?
United nations had defined sustainable development as the development satisfying your
today’s needs, but not minimizing the possibilities of future generations to satisfy their needs.
Humanity is getting close to the end for various resources, thus, they have already started
paying attention to sustainable development.
When sustainable development is forgotten:
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-

Political quarrels start - „Brexit“, USA president election – both could be argued were
a consequence of missed sustainable development opportunities
Businesses and companies reduce their possibilities to employ young people from
Generation Z, because this generation looks at sustainability and take personal
contribution seriously

Examples of sustainable development could be the „Paris agreement“. Many European
countries have committed to cleaner air and have contributed to take action to minimize
pollution.
The conclusions of the research that analysed the situation in three Baltic countries are that
Lithuania should dedicate more attention to social inclusion, innovation and some
environmental issues (such as huge consumption of gas and electricity to heat old houses).
The effect would be reached only then, when countries would coordinate their action on
sustainable development.
Sustainable development provides:
-

Better management of costs
Better management of risk
Greater efficiency
Possibility to enter new markets
Advertising bonus (you can promote your sustainability)
Greater possibility to attract younger employees

In today’s economy business have a competitive advantage if it operates sustainably.
-

-
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How to start working sustainably?
-Look at your business from long-term perspective, analyse, what impact your
business has on environment.
Improve transparency
Set new standards
Transfer this „we all work for change“ feeling to your clients

Social enterprise cities: combining resources and
creating ecosystems
Gareth Hart, chairman of the social enterprise movement in Plymouth

Gareth Hart is also a founder and director of his own social enterprise „Iridescent ideas“,
which is a Community Interest Company3. It provides business advice for social enterprises.
He is also chairman of Plymouth Social Enterprise Network.
In 2013 Plymouth, a city in South coast of England, was declared „social enterprise city“.
How and why Plymouth?
-

The national organisation ‘Social enterprise UK’ was looking for hotspots of social
enterprise activity – they noticed Plymouth
Gareth Hart and his colleagues applied for ‘social enterprise city’ award and got it
Advertisements now encourage businesses to relocate business to Plymouth

Like many place, Plymouth has social and health issues – e.g. shorter life expectancy due
to health inequalities and lifestyle. Although, many social enterprises tackle existing issues
– there are up to 200 social enterprises in Plymouth now and they contribute half a billion
pounds to the local economy each year.
Only 7 years ago social enterprises in Plymouth were fragmented, lacking vision,
unconfident and there was no strong movement to connect them.

3

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/office-of-the-regulator-of-community-interest-companies
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How social enterprises were strengthened in Plymouth:
-

Joined in Social Enterprise network which helped to find markets for social
enterprises – in public sector and in society.
Research was made to show economic impact of city’s social enterprises
List of social enterprises, working in Plymouth, was sent to every politician, public
procurement officer and journalist
It was agreed to have a constant column in local media about the news from this
sector
Social business festivals are organized in Plymouth every November
Trained public procurement officers about the benefits of Social Value Act and how
to use this new law

Benefits “Social enterprise city” status had brought:
-

£6 billion of investment
‘Open doors’ to public procurement officers, commissioners
£2.5 million fund from municipality to provide social enterprise grants
Free business consulting for newly founded social enterprises
More public awareness

The speaker also found a way to deal with local politicians. With the left-wing
representatives, he talks about social justice, social purpose and community ownership.
With the ones from right wing – about growing economy, job creation. And both wings
support social enterprise ideas.
Throughout the United Kingdom there is an initiative called ‘social Saturday’, encouraging
people to buy from social enterprises – Plymouth usually has the most enterprises
participating. This is a form of public engagement and for Christmas last year, G. Hart
challenged himself to buy all of Christmas presents from social enterprises.
Social enterprises help the economy to grow in a more sustainable way, they create more
meaningful job positions, they pay more fairly for their employees – that’s why they should
be invested in.
World Bank, OECD and other international organizations agree, that the growth of the
economy should be inclusive and sustainable.
What is essential when creating ecosystem of social enterprises:
-

-
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A big aim that everyone knows. When NASA cleaner was asked, what is his job, he
replied: “To put a man on the moon”. Small works add on to the bigger vision, bigger
aim, and every social entrepreneur has to ensure everyone in his team, and also his
clients know this vision.
Education of young people. G. Hart also works in Plymouth University and students
who hear about social enterprises are engaged – they want to work in a value driven
organization.
Public awareness. Try to show up in public, talk with as many people as you can to
spread a word about social enterprises. People have to get inspired so that they also

can set up such business people should talk about social enterprises in offices,
homes and schools.
The aim of Plymouth’s social enterprise network now is to make social enterprise the main
way the business is done in the city.
The four biggest challenges social enterprises face when starting:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access to finance
Access to markets
Proving their social impact
Have clear business proposition
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Panel discussion: Transfer of public services in
Lithuania - what is the strategy? Government and nongovernment sector expectations
Participants
Paulius Gradeckas, Lithuanian Government advisor on youth, health and nongovernmental organizations
Jūra Ivonaitytė, Deputy Director at State Control Audit Management Department
Lineta Jakimavičienė, Chief Adviser for the Ministry of Economy
Dalia Masaitienė, Ministry of the Inner Affair, Head of Local Government Policy Department
Jurgita Stakėnienė, Chief Adviser for the Ministry of Agriculture
Martinas Žaltauskas, Chairman of NGO Council

Dalia Masaitienė started the discussion with an insight, that we are not quite sure, how to
define public services – and that is the priority task before letting social partners to provide
them. Now there is no clearance because the municipal law forbids municipalities to engage
in economic activity, except if there’s no one that can provide a specific service, but state
law describes public services as those, who are provided by public sector. Such a
discrepancy in the legal framework creates misunderstanding.
Also D. Masaitienė noted, that in some municipalities’ pharmacies, horse riding rinks,
shooting ranges are managed by municipalities and these activities obviously are not public
services, needed for the society.
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When we all have not agreed on what is „public service“, it‘s hard to plan how social partners
could provide them. In the words of D. Masaitienė, activities that satisfies unnecessary
needs, such as driving schools and horse riding rinks, shouldn‘t be given for social partners
– social sector should not provide such services at all.
Representative from state control, Jūra Ivonaitytė, agreed that we lack perception what
should be called a public service and what shouldn’t. We should at first analyse how many
services in municipality are provided and are they truly needed for the society. In the words
of J. Ivonaitytė, how can municipality decide which services to pass on for social partners if
they do not know which of their activities are public services.
Martinas Žaltauskas, chairman of NGO Council said that municipalities have more than
enough funds to buy public services – and still in many cases today services provided are
low in quality.
Lithuanian laws oblige municipalities to pass at least 15 percent of public services for social
partners till 2020. Now the share of services provided by social partners range from 0,7
percent to 5 percent. There are good examples though, such as Vilnius municipality, who is
getting close to 14-15 percent result.
He agreed that municipalities understand ‘public services’ differently, some of the leaders of
municipalities still have the mentality to ‘rule’ everything in their territory.
Jurgita Stakėnienė, Chief Adviser for the Ministry of Agriculture ensured that people in rural
areas have enough experience and competences to start and run small businesses – they
are active and resilient. The Ministry believes, that rural communities are the engine of
villages and towns.
She also mentioned several running social enterprises, such as „Pilnų namų bendruomenė“,
helping people with addiction to rehabilitate and also work on the production of herbal teas
and spices.
J. Stakėnienė urged institutions to invest in rural communities and their human resources.
Prime minister advisor Paulius Gradeckas talked about price range of the services. Private
businesses sometimes refuse to provide the service, because they say it’s impossible to
earn from the price set by municipality. P. Gradeckas says the bureaucratic boundaries
should be minimized, but still it’s essential that government should receive offers to provide
a good quality service cheaper than private businesses would.
Lineta Jakimavičienė, Chief Adviser for the Ministry of Economy, thought that social partners
should at first prove municipality, that they are qualified enough to provide the service (with
the activities they have done before). Also L. Jakimavičienė noted, that there are already
examples of such model in Lithuania, for instance if a private health clinic provides medical
services then it receives payment from state’s Patient Fund.
Ministry of Economy has a ‘taskforce’ to prepare a model for transferring provide services to
partners and this model should be prepared by the end of this year. L. Jakimavičienė
promised to gather all the interested parties to discuss more about it.
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Finalizing the discussion, D. Masaitienė offered to review all the state laws to find out if the
requirements for public service providers are not too strict, too high. To make this reform
fluent, she says we need open-minded municipality workers, responsible and skilful service
providers and well-made legal background that the laws wouldn’t’t become a stone wall to
stop the progress in the last steps.
M. Žaltauskas said that the main four fields, where social enterprises could start providing
services are education, social services, culture and sports.
Also, he gave an example of the municipality, who provided lifeguard services. When it was
decided to buy such services from private lifeguards, the service was almost 3 times
cheaper.
In his belief, a big boundary for successful transfer of public services is mentality of
municipalities. Some of them still believe they ‘rule’ the area and when they give this
responsibility to someone else, they lose power.
J. Ivonaitytė added, that’s it’s important to set quality requirements for each service and then
decide which of them can be transferred for social partners to provide.
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Discussion groups
UK impact assessment experience and how can it be
applied in Lithuania?
Moderators: Monika Juknienė, NVO Avilys and Phil Tulba, Consultant

The Ministry of Agriculture was the first ministry gave a investment priority to social
enterprises and at the same time asked the applicants analyze and show impact that is
expected.
Plymouth experience in social impact measurement:
-

-

Different organizations use their own methodology to measure impact
Social Value Act in UK encourages public procurement officers to take social
impact into account, but it’s not mandatory
Municipalities are interested in numbers – one should show statistics, budgets
and then provide information about social impact – but its additive and seen
as ‘something extra’
Social Return on Investment (SROI) tools are used, but it’s very complex
Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is another tool for financial data
Outcomes stars (another tool to value your outcomes)
Statistics should be presented in marketing style to make it visually attractive
Theory of change model is widely used in United Kingdom. It requires social
enterprises to be clear about their vision, aim of their activities and create a
matrix of outcomes that would show this positive change. This approach
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requires to divide all the business activity into small steps and think through
the causal links that create outcomes.
Porchlight experience in social impact measurement:
-

-

-

Competitive dialogue – it’s a tool that helps to find out about broader impact, about
what can be measured in numbers. For example: when an organization is working
on unemployment issues, it should count not only the people who got hired, but
also include job retention rate, how self-confident people feel in job search after
the service etc.
We also interview clients and compare the results with national statistics. For
example, 69 percent clients of Porchlight said they visit their doctor less now.
Those are personal experiences, but to report them to municipality, medical
statistics should be checked.
Saved costs can also be counted, for example if an organization is working in the
health sector and it prevents people from more serious illnesses, you can
calculate the costs of hospitalization and visit to doctor and provide this data to
the municipality.

OECD opinion on impact measurement:
-

Standardizing measurement tools is risky, because it leads to a risk of missing
something peculiar for specific social enterprise or sector, it is oversimplifying
There is a need to standardize not the methods, but the process needs to be
standardized
It’s essential to know why you measure and for whom you measure your business
impact. For example, the municipality would like to see the proof that the money
payed for service was used effectively. Community however, would like to hear
what service you are providing and what are the benefits of this service

Steps to create your own impact measurement methodology:
1. Identify objectives
2. Identify stakeholders of the measurement (give voice for those, who are
measured)
3. Choose the relevant measurement
4. Measure, validate, value
5. Report, validate, improve
There is also a shift in thinking from the term impact measurement to term impact
management.
The tool used by Ministry of Agriculture arose from the need to verify that social enterprise
are better able to solve problems more effectively, than traditional business.
This tool:
-
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Measures the impact of social enterprises working in 4 areas: employment, health,
education and prevention

-

Measures only the inner impact of the organization (doesn’t show impact on
national level)
The aim of this calculator is to show added value of social enterprises
Organization can choose from the list of required indicators and then fill in
individual indicators that if finds important
Organizations should prove information they fill into measurement tool
Helps for those who are not sure whether they are a social enterprise, notice and
define the impact they make
Is simple, can be found on Ministry of Agriculture website, near the information
about the ‘LEADER’ program.4

According to the European Commission definition, social impact is the reflection of social
outcomes as measurement, both long-term and short-term, adjusted for the affect achieved
by others. However, impact is what changes, and wouldn’t had happened without specific
actions by itself.
Social impact can be communicated in creative ways – internet site, video advertisements
– one should choose a way that engages its public.
Social impact measurement is a long journey, trying various methodologies and indicators.
The practical experience from founder of ‘Baby’s nest’ initiative:
-

-

Ministry of Social Justice and Labor sent the author of the initiative to local
municipalities
Municipalities cheerfully welcomed the idea, but hadn’t made any actions, hadn’t
bought the product
Impact was communicated based on Finnish example – deprived mothers of
newborns would receive safe space for baby’s sleep and some first clothes. A
further aim was to present all the newborn mothers with such a present.
In the end only, a few municipalities bought ‘Baby’s nest’ packs, others ‘borrowed’
the idea and start assemble such baby’s care presents by themselves
Municipalities should help active people to get noticed by society, get known

‘Gerinorai.lt’ and Phil Tulba is creating another measurement tool – an Outcomes Matrix. It
can help to evaluate impact in areas such as health, well-being, sport, conservation, older
people, children, financial inclusion.
The tool itself suggests outcomes and indicators, it’s a qualitative method tool. It helps to
collect the data, analyse it in a useful and meaningful way. Tool can be found www.thinkso.lt
website.

4

https://zum.lrv.lt/lt/veiklos-sritys/kaimo-pletra/lietuvos-kaimo-pletros-2014-2020-m-programa/priemones/19priemone-leader-programa
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How to transfer public services? SWOT analysis
Moderators: Živilė Baušienė, Enterprise Lithuania, Arūnas Survila, NVO
Avilys

Strengths
1. At a strategic level, in state documents,
the transfer of public services to social
enterprises is encouraged
2. There are actors in this field – they
create communities, NGO, social
enterprise initiatives.
3. In the rural areas the field is
strengthened by LAG (Local Action
Group) investment. They fund NGOs
and social enterprise projects. Also, the
LAGs in cities are suitable for starting
social enterprises.
4. A legal basis for social enterprise to
reduce legal obstacles is being formed.
5. Discussion in the field of social
enterprise is ongoing
6. Social
enterprises
increasingly
becoming a trend.
7. There are good examples (Lithuanian
and foreign)
8. NGOs provide public services more
rationally, more efficiently
28

Weaknesses
1. Nepotism
2. Lack of critical mass of people willing to
start social enterprises
3. The market is not well perceived or
identified
4. There is a lack of investments in social
enterprises, we have them, but they are
highly fragmented
5. Failure to see social value – no social
impact measurements
6. Legal framework still raises question
marks, especially to ones who are
interested in entering this field
7. There is no “Buffer” structure /
intermediate stage
8. Municipalities with the greatest potential
to transfer public services do not see
social enterprise as a partner in
providing public services
9. Municipalities lack the practical side of
national policy in transferring public
services

9. NGOs are encouraged to provide public 10. Municipalities lack information on the
services through existing competitive
benefits of selling services or buying
processes
services from NGOs
10. Technologically
more
advanced 11. Absence of social impact measurement
initiatives are emerging
discourage public bodies to look for
11. Decisions are made more quickly at the
more efficient and innovative ways
institutional level
12. There is no real value of existing public
12. Citizenship growth of people
services (some services are no longer
13. Social Enterprise Association was
needed and some are not yet available)
established
13. To this day, the public service budget is
14. There are social enterprise promotion
formed by providing the public service
programs and accelerators
provider with funds with no need to rely
15. Enterprise Lithuania advises on social
on social impact indicators
enterprise issues
Opportunities
1. Economic benefits for the municipal
budget
2. The provision of public services through
the social partner provides the possibility
to use social innovations and thereby
achieve better outcomes
3. SPIS5 system can be used in the social
field to see social indicators in given
territories;
4. Lower political influence on the public
service field
5. Services are provided ‘closer to the client
/ beneficiary’, the role of the institution
decreases
6. Transfer of public services - an
opportunity
for
effective
deinstitutionalization
7. The recipient of the service becomes a
customer – the principle of control arises
because the service is provided by
someone else than the controller
8. Personalization of services according to
the needs of the client / beneficiary
9. Possibility of a higher quality of service
for the beneficiary
10. More diverse and wider financing
methods for the non-governmental
sector - the NGOs potential to reduce the
proportion of project financing and

5

Threats
1. The political ‘course’ can radically
change
2. Unfair competition, non-transparent
market
3. Social exclusion
4. Worsening relationships between the
service provider and the supplier may
affect the provision of the service
5. The possibility of political influence
6. Lack of critical mass - especially in
regions
7. Potential investments for investing in
this field are already being provided and
may not achieve the strengthening of
this field
8. Lack of legal regulation or clarification

https://www.spis.lt/
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become independent
11. Part of the cost of the service can be
covered by the client / beneficiary
12. The impact of public service
measurement
13. The organization/sector of service
provider has larger social dialogue
opportunities
14. Increasing costs of infrastructure of
public services is a burden for the public
sector; this is why there is a need to
look for alternatives
15. The provision of public services must
be modern, people become more
demanding
16. Better dissemination of good practice
17. Person to person principle – personcentred services
18. The possibility of using EU structural
funds and other funds to strengthen
potential service providers
SWOT analysis of public services transfer - summary
Strengths. The discussion group identified these strengths: social enterprises are
increasingly being mentioned at a strategic level, there are existing and emerging operating
communities – NGOs, social enterprises and rural areas have its local action groups (LAGs)
that provide funding for new social enterprises. The legal framework is currently being
formed and social business is seen as a potential for the execution of public services.
It is an increasing trend to create social enterprises; there are already good examples in
municipalities. One of the strengths is that NGOs and social enterprises provide public
services more rationally and efficiently, they are more technologically advanced than other
entities currently providing public services. Everybody agreed that the transfer of public
services would help to reduce bureaucratic paperwork, so decisions would be made more
quickly. Citizenship growth and established Lithuanian Social Enterprise Association were
also named as strengths.
Weaknesses. Weaknesses from the political side - nepotism with which we must fight with
transparency and more information. The panel discussion with representatives of different
institutions showed that there is lack of awareness and there is no consensus; definitions
are understood differently, and it is not clear what should be or could be transferred.
On the economic side, it is a small market. Most municipalities that have a need to transfer
services are likely to be the only clients of a social enterprises so there would probably be
no private sector to take over these services. The question is how this market should be
regulated: whether to increase the service packages, or to regulate the market by other
methods.
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The lack of investment and support at various stages of development for social enterprises
and NGOs - or when they want to expand - so the sector itself would have partners who
would be able to take over public services was named as one of the weaknesses.
From social benefit point of view – the lack of social value at all levels – we ourselves, as
consumers do not realize the value of social enterprise, so the price remains a very important
factor. It is essential to promote social enterprises and the value they create.
One of the major weaknesses is the lack of experience and ‘buffer structures’, which would
ensure the sustainability of the service.
Possibilities. All the possibilities are related to cardinal change. The transfer of public
services allows the possibility to formulate new qualitative and quantitative requirements,
which will be ensured by providers of the service. This is inextricably linked with the political
will, enterprise culture itself and other subjects.
Economic benefits have been named as the first option i.e. providing a high quality, cheaper
and more efficient service with a greater impact, reduces public and municipal budget costs.
The reduction of political influence has also been seen as an opportunity i.e. then the
provision of public services would not depend on the political cycle.
The discussion group agreed that the transfer of public services would give social
enterprises the opportunity to provide higher quality and more innovative services, using
organizational, social and technological innovations. Social enterprises have more
opportunities for flexibility, so it would be easier to customize services according to customer
needs.
As one of the opportunities the discussion group found is that social enterprise could have
a greater choice in terms of funding opportunities, such as budget, project financing, venture
capital etc. that municipalities cannot get.
The discussion group has noted that although measuring the impact of public services is not
the best at the moment, transferring them to social enterprises would be an opportunity to
ensure a more effective measurement of the impact of the services provided.
Social dialogue about public services in Lithuania is weak, but it is one of the political
priorities for the transfer of public services to social enterprises. The social dialogue and
promotion could be considered as one of the requirements and therefore, the discussion
group thinks that the Lithuanian Social Enterprise Association could take this role.
During the discussion it was identified that there are better opportunities to change good
practice, a suggestion was made to create a new system for exchanging good practice,
bringing together intermediary organizations.
Threats. The following threats were identified during the discussion:


A change in the political course after elections may radically change the attitude
toward social enterprises and will not ensure continuity.



There may be unfair competition and an opaque market, for example, due to the
nuances of funding.
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Social exclusion and degrading social relationships. There is a need for continuous
education about the meaning of social enterprises, what is social responsibility, what
problems are going to be solved, to make it clear that it affects us all and no one is
protected from that. It is important to understand the value created by the social
enterprise.



Lack of legal regulation – what are public services, how to measure them or how can
the purchase of services be done.

Measuring Social Impact is the key to shift
organizations with social interest to the level of partners
for businesses and government
Moderator – Jurgita Ribinskaite-Glatzer.

This group discussion contained a variety of participants: there were representatives of
international organizations (Global Entrepreneurship Network, European Venture
Philanthropy Association, Social Value UK), representatives of large NGOs (Youth Line,
Food Bank, SOS Children's Villages), social enterprises (Treasury Workshops, SOPA),
universities (VGTU, VU) and each of them had their own insights, experiences and
questions.
We raised these key issues that were important: how to find the motivation and resources
to measure the impact? How or who has to communicate and show the impact? What
methods to choose?
Key insights from experienced participants:
-

-

Measuring the impact is needed to understand what changes you make if you make
any
Measuring the impact and using the principles of Social Return on Investment (SROI)
and other tools can show how value is created (not only for the direct target groups
but also for others)
Everyone measures the effect in their own ways and sometimes unknowingly or
undocumented (talking with the beneficiaries, getting feedback)
Even if it is difficult to find resources, collective measure of the impact when several
organizations merge could be a solution

Basic tips for beginners:
33

-

-
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define what drives you forward, what you are working on, what influences your key
decisions and then you will find out what you measure, what matters most to you
because it is impossible to measure everything
understand what kind of problem you want to solve, its causes and consequences
ask yourself the right questions (Theory of Change is very helpful for that), it is also
good if the questions are asked by an ‘external facilitator’
Think about evidence-based methods for impact measurement to suit your problem
(e.g. scales to measure children’s self-esteem)
unite with similar kind of organizations and influence the financiers together
do it and enjoy it

Social entrepreneurship as a horizontal instrument –
how to empower it to reduce social exclusion?
Moderators Indrė Vareikytė, Member of the European Economic and
Social Committee, Eitvydas Bingelis, Vice Minister of Social Security
and Labour

This group divided into two – one analyzed what positive benefits social enterprises can
bring, how they can solve poverty and social exclusion problems. The other group discussed
what
the
barriers
that
shuts
the
door
for
social
enterprises
are.
Benefits of social enterprises
Competition (when someone can provide the service better and cheaper, others also tries
to follow)
More effective services (social enterprises usually can provide service in more flexible
way, work longer than work hours, can manage state property in more effective way)
Innovation (social enterprises try to provide service in an innovative way)
Attraction of young people (those who want to make a change with their work, should be
interested in social enterprises)
Reinvestment (profit goes back to business, helps to scale)
Service is closer to the person (usually the idea of the service arises for the person who
has the same problem)
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Saved funds
Orientation to the result, not the process (focused on outcomes)
Creation of the new jobs

What are the main obstacles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lack of institutional collaboration and the need of platform to collaborate
Definition of social enterprise are not yet clear
Lack of discussion in public area
Lack of methodical help and representation of social enterprises in public
Lack of the measurement of social business impact
a. Lack of practical support or mentoring at seed stage social business
development
6. 12. Risk that the client can be forgotten
7. NGO’s misses entrepreneurial skills
8. Legal base collision and different interpretation
Action (what needs to be done)
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-

To define what is social enterprise – and inform all authorities about this
definition.
That requires representatives from Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Social Labor and
Security, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Inner
Affairs
to
meet
and
agree
on
this
issue

-

Spread the message about social enterprises and its positive benefits.
Each participant of this forum should talk with five people about social enterprises
and upload one post of this topic on “Facebook”

-

Financial
support
and
mentors
to
start
social
enterprise.
Ministry of Social Labor and Security and the Ministry of Economy are obliged to look
through legal base, finance and budgets and set the indicators that would help social
enterprises to apply for funding and provided for start-ups overall.
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